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Interactions between the plasma and liquid have become of considerable interest

during recent years, and the generation electrical discharge plasmas in liquids and

gas-liquid environments is under investigation for a range of applications. Depending

on the type of discharge, its energy, and the chemical composition of the surrounding

environment various types of physical processes (ultraviolet radiation, overpressure

shock waves) and plasma-chemical reactions can be initiated and a number of

primary and secondary species can be formed in the liquid (e.g., OH, H, O radicals,
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). Much of the work has focused on discharges in, over, and in

contact with liquid water. Many organic compounds and microorganism have been

degraded and inactivated in water using various types of electrical discharges. The

main mechanism of plasmachemical decomposition of organic compounds in water

involves oxidation processes initiated by OH radicals, ozone, and hydrogen peroxide.

Furthermore, in gas-liquid discharge environments, the nature of the gas phase

(typically air) affects the formation of gas-phase species, which, in turn, transfer into

the liquid (e.g., ozone, nitrogen-based reactive species) and contribute to the

plasmachemical and inactivation processes in water. The aqueous solution

composition can affect the plasmachemical reactions also through the presence of

electrolytes and radical quenchers. Conductivity affects the electrical discharge in

water, leading to lower rates of formation of some active species, but higher rates of

formation of UV light. The nature of the liquid-phase electrode can also affect the

reactions in the liquid. Although direct electrochemical reactions may not be

important, ions and particles released into solution from the electrode can affect

solution chemistry and induce plasma-surface reactions. In addition to the use for

chemical decontamination processes, plasma in liquid can be used for material

processing and synthesis (e.g., production of H

2

 and polymers from liquid

hydrocarbons, or production of nanoparticles). In this talk an overview of basic

principles of electrical discharge plasmas in liquids will be presented with particular

emphasis on elementary chemical processes induced by non-equilibrium plasma in

water.
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